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First Concert In

Gym Dance

Alumnae Building

Saturday In Alumnae
, Building

M

At 8:15 Toni ght

Prof. Wilkinson
Speaks At forum

- Maine-s Heroic Martyr To Be Honored

Alumnae Enjoy
Gay Colby Night
The ; Alumnae Building, Friday
evening, was the scene of the gayest
Colby Night witnessed by the Colby
women, both graduate and undergraduate, for a long time. The evening's
festivities were started off in grand
style by a picnic supper, with gay
greetings and breathless exclamations
spanning the passage of time.
The first event of the evening was
a mixing game which was devised so
that the alums- ~ and the students
would become'' acquainted with each
other. Helen Foster and Ada Vinecour won the prizes in this game.
Then the quartet composed of
Edith Fait, Pauline Pratt, Patricia
(Continued on page 3)

After the Forum supper *on. Sunday
evening, October thirty-first , Professor William J. Wilkinson , the gu-est
speaker, addressed the group on the
Sino-Japanese question.
To introduce his subjebt , Profes .or
Wilkinson related a bit of the background history of Japan. It seems
that it was only about seventy or
eighty years ago that Japan opened
herself to the outside world. Up to
this time the peop '.e of that country
had been isolationists—had sought to
cut themselves off from all intercourse with the rest of tho nations.
To further this po 'icy, Japan destroyed all of her vessels with a long cruis(Continued on page 3)

Colby Night Was
Largest In Years

Work lo Begsn
* On Roberts Union
Several hundred Colby alumni, students and friends went out to Mayflower Hill , Saturday forenoon to attend the ground-breaking ceremony
and to see the first dynamite blast in
the excavation for the new Roberts
Memorial . Union.
An appropriate ceremony was held
from a platform erected not far from
the . site ' of .-the new building and the
Colby student band furnished the
musical background for the- occasion.
_?Kcodorc - _i:'^odgkins> ,.?2^i ..cha^n^n
of the Alumni Council, was the presiding. officer. He described the purposes of the future building and
stated that it was a gift of more than
1700 Colby students and alumni.
Dr. Herbert C. Libby, '02 , Professor of Public Speaking, gave a tribute
to the memory of Herbert E. Wadsworth , '92 , who was the chairman of
the fun d-raising program for the
Union. Dr. Libby said in part:
"We are all intimately acquainted
with the work which Mr. Wadsworth
performed in securing the funds for
the Roberts Memorial Union. Handicapped by . ill health ,' yet not for one
moment did he hesitate to assume the
burdens of the chairmanship that
must at times have proved heavy.
Even though an efficient secretarial
staff relieved him of much of the
(Continued on page 3)

Brings Ex-Presi dent 'Herb ^rt v-C^^-'H^Q^r
Wc^art^acte^:^^ Spe_rks**©rer ^atibiiial y8rrn8ti" oiid
And Not Assertions
Hook-Up

. " ' ~"

Elects Offiters

The thirty-fourth Colby night since
that first historic celebration held in
Memorial Hall under the direction of
Arthur Roberts was one of the most
enthusiastic and hopeful in years.
Master of ceremonies Ted Hodgkins
took over his duties after the band
had played "Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight" and Cheerleaders
Spina, Malins, and Salisbury had led
Colby the long way.
Stories about the first speaker, Professor Arthur Galen Eustis, were
in order , and some rarities were
heard , before our new treasurer was
permitted * to "speak." " Next '".Mr.
Hodgkins introduced Len Mayo, president of the New York Alumni Association who gave one of the best short
talks of the evening.
The feature of the evening came
with the appearance of Clayt Brooks ,
'98, who captained Colby's first undefeated football team. He delivered
a long, but inspiring address and then
introduced the only two members of
his team who were .able to be present.
Then Brooks asked diet Soule to step
up and say a few words as captain of
the only other undefeate d team in
Colby 's gridiron history. Soule talked to the football men and gave
them some "real dope. "
The band played between all the
speeches and some of their prices were
really professional. After an unusually fine rendition , the crowd gave a
(Continued on page '3) -

By the Fraternity Group
Former Presidant Herbert Hoover
The anti-fraternity group responds and three members of the Lovejoy
A week ago 37 interested students
to our acceptance to oppose them by family will receive honorary degrees met to form a new organization on
flagrantly condemning those who "So from Colby College next Monday in this campus. It was decided that the
foolishly signed their names" in an the special convocation commemorat- purpose of it should be to make availequally foolish reply. They seem not ing the hundredth anniversary of the able to the students of the college the
to realize that article was merely an martyrdom of . Elijah Parish Lovejoy cultural heritage of Germany. . This
acceptance and broad statement of for the freedom of tlie press.
will'; be accomplished by the: encourour ideas. Our opponents . then ask us
Exercises commence promptly at agement of practical application of
to get down to brass tacks. But have three o'clock Monday afternoon in the the language in correspondence and
they themselves shown any inclina- First Baptist Church , from which conversation , and appreciation protion to get down to those fundament- Lovejoy 's commencement was held grams of music , and . literature.als? Besides a general outline of in 182G , with an academic procession
The" question of the justification of
thoir attack they have presented no with the president, trustees, faculty, another club was discussed , with the
sound argument built on that outline judges of the Maine Supreme Court , result that there was a definite need
and in any way backed it up. Instead the Governor of Maine and his coun- and demand for the kind and quality
they have made general statements cil.
of subject matter the organization
•equally as little founded with eviEx-President Hoover 's talk will be plans to offer.
dence so far as ours, May we call to
The officers elected were as follows :
i_ ¦__¦ m
|
(Continued on page 6)
their attention that in this written
President ,. Harold Wolmani.yice, presdebate we are arguing a proposition
ident, Phillips Henderson; secretary,
i
which might well be worded: ResolvRhoda
Wein;
treasurer , Alfred
ed , that a house unit system (or whatBrown. Professor McCoy . and Mr.
October 28 , 1937.
ever they term thoir proposal ) re,
Either are faculty advisers.
i
Editor,
j
place fraternities on Mayflower Hill.
The first program , in accordance
!
Colby "ECHO ,"
They have taken up the affirmative
'
with the aims outlined above, will be
I
Waterville, Maine,
and advocate a change in the status
given in the Social Room of the
Dear
Sir
:
quo. Upon them rests the burden of
'
j
*
Alumnae Building on Tuesday, NoFrom the Washington Angle
Through
the
proof. As such they . must' first show
columns
of
the
!
,
vember 9, 7:30 P ,M. It will be built
|
By F. B. B.
Colby "ECHO" may we express
the faults of our present set up. Inj
on the German Romantic Period
Washington today is asking just (180O*1830). Appropriate musical seour deep appreciation to the
I
stead they merely name with one or
Colby Student body for .the fine
two terms what they consider faults. one question. What will Congress do lections', songs and poems will make
'spirit of friendliness shown ,
But where is their evidence of these? a'bout this question of peace or war up the body of the treatment of the
when
it
gets
back
into
action
on
the
they
wh ile we were in Sist ers' Hos- j
brought
forward
Until this is
Movement. Thq program is designed
'
fifteenth?
The
neutrality
law
passed
pital as a result of the accident ,
unsupported
assertions,
!
stand as move
to appeal to a large number of stuat Clinton.
and until then we are under no com- by Congress to keep this . country out d ents , interest in cultural develop\
\\
The v i sits, et al,, did much to J
pulsion to answer them, Familiarize of foreign wars . has been definitely, ment being a greater prere quisite
, , \
keep our spirits high—a big f ac- .! .'
yourselves with the weapon of debate ignored by the Executive, and there is than knowledge of the German
', '
lan¦ ¦
; ]
that ,you are employing, opponents ! m ore to ; it .than , just that.; Back of guage , "' '¦ '" . ¦" .¦ ¦- '- . -:¦ • ¦• - :¦ ;• , -¦- ¦• -¦.•- --tor -in our recovery- -Wo do ap- ]
'. 1
preciato all that was done and ' >
The anti-frats, as it i s convenient tho Administration 's refusal to carry,
¦
'
struggl
out
the
lies
the
old
e
belaw'
' NOTICE;.;, yy ; ,;, -: \\y\
wish to express 'our th anks b y I
to r efer t o th em , jump .up immediate, j
v%
'"
this letter.'
j
l y an d decl are Bates cann ot bo use d tween'Congress ; and .tho Executive All freshman men and women in_
!i
|
Sincerely,
at an y po int in ' this controversy for for the control:, of - the foreign..policy! terested in writing* for , the Corby
!l
Joseph II. Lewis,
an ' "analogy. And why? Because and tho war-making . power in this White Mule,please come to ,'th'o chap el
ij
: ' i Thursday afternoon.' Sigrid TompColby only fifty miles from Lewiston country. '
•Merle L, Brown ,
jj
¦
,
What actually can Congress:,do kins vviH* meet (the .' women , at 4 . sharp,
k n ows n o thin g a b out co n d iti o ns in its
* Richar d*, Pippin. , *• |j
> •' , '
¦
>
'
*
sister college of much the same 'size; about it? Already; two members of and tlie' men will meet with Dwight
similar: background in other respects th o H ouse have .;mised tho cr y. of ''im- Sargent at 4:30. . '.' . .Upper .class^mon .atid
1 ---N OTICE
¦
' '-'
.... „l \
than f rat ernities , and some of whoso peach; the President.',' Their . .cry will women who haven 't provioussly writstu dents most of us know intimately ! bo echoed by.'p pthors ,:.but. it iis safe to ton for tho Mulo aro nlso-invited.
•Because ' of tho Lovejoy oxer- i
' ," l
W e bo g to suggest that , Bates ¦is tho say that nothing more than speeches
Colby White Mulo.
,.
'
icisos
and
•
tho
address
of
Ex{
most logical comparison to make for will come of tho 'domrind. Congress
President Hoover ,- thoro will bo , 1
' •;
tho, .purpose of determining compara- can , however,, }n „a jo int .resolution
. NOTICE
no
'classes
on
Monday
after!j
.
'
\' /,
ti ve merits and demerits of tho two call upon .the -President to apply tlio
There will be a mooting of tho en' ^
noon , November 8. Classes will
•
law
and
such
a
deman
d
would
compel
sy stem s'. Otherwise the case must
tiro ECHO , staff, Thursday at 3:80 P.
meot ns usual' until noon; < "- ' 1/ * .\ < >
bo . entirely .theoretical.. and supposi- either action ' in ttccord'^with it or n M., in Chemical 27. Everyone must
Franklin W,'>hnBoi_;
, / „ ¦i'/' , i
¦
. . . .
¦"
- -J "
(Continued on page '8)
\*i \
**• " - T
• v -' i-i*'* j *.******., iy «• ' pV i
\ ( j* ,'i
bo present.
(Continued on pago 6)
ii

Radio Program
Compl etes Staff
"The Voice of Colby," the college
radio program which is on the air
at 6:30 P. M., M'ondny, how has a
complete production staff lined up,
These positions are not definite , Pr oduction Manager Piper announced ,
anyone trying out may displace any
of thoso if he is better qualified and
some , positions are still held by the
original staff , which was merely tentative.
Production Chief , Wilson Piper.
Technician , Fred Ford.
Ann ouncers and commentators..
E ll is Mott , Maurice Searle, Fletchoi
Eaton.
News Do partmentv Joseph Ciechon,
Women 's n ews , Edith Fait.
Sport news and publicity, Ralph
Delano.
>
Continuity, Hu gh Kirkwoocl and
Irving' Gross.
'•
,Music,vIU)th Pilce , Buo ll Morrill and
,;
Sponger ,^ir$or.
. ' ' ¦.. .
Drama , Walter Hid eout and Eliza; . . <
•
both Newell'.; '
What, doyyou i.th jiilc o£; ,tho present
name of tho program? Any suggestions .fov a -new., ono will bo .welcom ed

(Continued on page 6)

In Appreciation

Between War
And Peace
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, .Battered and worn but confident of
its ability to conquer a Panther which
a -week ago btwed to a crippled Connecticut State eleven, Colby's Mule
concluded the heavy portion of its
training on Seaverns Field this afternoon in preparation for the invasion of Vermont two days hence.
• The meeting with Middlebury will
mark the first time in recent Colby
footb all history that a Blue and Gray
squad has interrupted its State Series
warfare to engage in gridiron combat
with an out of state team. Traditionally rivalry and. the records of the
meetings of the teams in the past indicate that the game should be a
thriller.
. =. ' ' .
... A year ago, an undefeated Panther
team came to the Mule-town .and conquered Colby by a single touchdown,
that being the result , of a blocked
kick. The current records of the
teams finds that each has been beaten,
Colby four times and . Middlebury
upon two occasions. Despite the fact
that the Vermont squad has bowed to
Williams, recognized as one of the
finest small college elevens in this
section of the country, and to Connecticut State, it has also defeated ,
and by large margins, Worcester
Tech, the Coast Guard Academy,
Hartwick College and Norwich. Colby, on the other hand , has looked in
vain for the victory trail against
Tufts, the University >qf New Hampshire, Bowdoin and the University of
Maine while conquering Union and
Lowell Textile.
The Middlebury squad includes
within its number several men whose
names are commonplace in Vermont
football dialogue. Gus Boehm, senior halfback, is one of these. Boehm
can kick, pass and run and ranks as
one. of . the state's outstanding ball
carriers. Power and speed, annually
watchwords at the Middlebury institution, are again the dominating factors in the Panther attack. Likewise,
Colby will attempt to shackle Guarnaccia ^ and Chalmers, veteran backs
and Dave Kirk, capable end.
Turning to the situation in the
Oolby camp, indications are that the
Mules will not be at full strength for
Saturday's encounter. Likely to view
the game from the sidelines are
Charlie Maguire, varsity lineman who
was injured seriously against the
Black Bears and may see no further
service this season, and Baron. Pearl ,
outstanding tackle whose play against'
both Bowdoin and the State "Univers-,
ity stamped him as a lineman pf AU-j
Maine caliber. Included in the shifts^
of the past several clays ar6 the mov^
ing of Dore and Lake to the guard
positions on the ranking McCoy team
with Eddie Shuman, form er Thornton
Academy
performer ,. working at
WATCH FOR COLLEGIATE
REVIEW!!!

———¦— By Dwight Sargent ———
Re member (the) Maine
Maine is behind us and ahead of us
Is ravenous Middlebury still stinging
f rom a 20 to 7 defeat by Connecticut
State. ' The Verrnonters have dropped
two games and wan four , piling up an
average " of' ' twenty-two
points
a
game. But if Notre Dame can beat
Minnesota then Colby has a chance to
beat M iddlebury.
There won't be a
ba nd at Middlebury and there won ' t
be many Colby rooters at Middlebury,
so we'll all sit around our fires with
our fingers crossed and hope that Middlebury is only fair to middling. Or
•we may be at Orono sitting on a cold
bleacher seat and cheering for the
Ma ine boys just as if they were wearing the-blue and gray.

C For Charbohxieau
Two Colby men won their varsity
"C' s" in the state cross country meet
by placi ng among the first ten. Mac
Stevens was ninth and Phil Charbon neau brough t up in tenth place. Steve

tackle in place of Pearl .
The Colby line, relatively strong
against Bowdoin and the' University
of Maine, with these exceptions will
remain unchanged . Bus Burrill , prominently mentioned as an All-New England end , and Lop Hersey, husky
tackle and ECHO All-Maine selection
a yea r a go , will cover the wing posts.
At the tackle positions will be Carl
Hodges and either Shuman or Pearl,
Lake and Dore are the likely guard
selections of Ooach McCoy while
either Bob Winslow or Ronnie MacLeod will open at center. MacLeod
is an excellent passer, superior to
Winslov, but the latter is a power behind the line and thus there is little
to choose between the two.
:" In the Colby backfielcl will be Bob
Bruce , Dick White, husky sophomore
blocker, Joe Dobbins , senior climax
runner and Charlie MacGregor, MacGregor and Rancourt will share the
kicking assignment while White will
act as the Mule field general'.

All Wool Bush Jacke t s
Assorted Plaids

Reversible Jacke t s
In Different Patter ns

" Where Colby Men Meet "
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was or iginally a miler but has now developed into a fine cross country man.
Stocky Phil Charbon neau has worse
form and more guts than any ten
men in Colby and he is how a wearer
of the "C. " Phil is one of the har dest
work ing boys in Colby and doesn 't
ha ve much time to play but he ha s
stuck to th e hill and dale sport because he likes it. He will now wear
one of the fine Colby sweater s as a
tr ibute to his pluck.
G ym G ems

Ten basketball aspirants are working out daily with Coach Eoundy in
the old gym. As the drilling consists
mainly of signal practice we haven 't
been able to get a line on .how the
boys are going to shape up this fall.
About a half dozen more men will
report as soon as the football season
is over. Don't know yet whether or
not a basketball cage will 'be built in
the Field House, but queer looking
men in overalls have been down there
measuring lately. Probably when
winter rolls around we'll learn that
Harr iers Ho !
It fell to the lot of the well balan- we wont have to cross that swaying
ced Bates squad to topple the Uni- two cent bridge every time we see a
versity of Maine's cross country su- Colby basketball game.
premacy which it has held for several
years. There isn't a garnet man •who
Starting Them Off Rig ht
can shake a spike with either Smith
The Frosh basheteers
have been
or Clifford of Maine but they're all given their initial practice call. On
good enough to bunch behind their the first afternoon over twenty men
leader Al Rollins and win the 1937 reported to temporary Coach Roundy
state championship. Bates has had an d his termporary
assistants
Vic
several lean years in the hill and dal e Malins and John Pullen. Among this
sport and it would have done your group o f yearli ngs are several men
heart good to have seen, the look on who will add pol ish to the varsity
Coach; Thompson's face when the qu intet in years to come, but we
score was added up. The proverbial won 't attempt to name the stars till
freight train came along to split the we 've seen the m in action. As soon
race in twain and stamped the meet as coac h McCoy casts asid e the reins
as typically Colbynian.
of the gridiron sport he 'll automat ical-

SOMETHING NEW

(

i!

".SHIR TS DONE AS MEN LIKE THEM"
":
;
145 Main Street
Telephone 145

ly acquire another headache , coach ing
the freshmen
hoopsters.
Mc Coy 's
prev ious record as a basketball coach
marks him as master of the court
game.

frosh Overpower
Ricker Academy
The Colby Frosh made their third
win of the season in trimming Ricker Classical Institute on Seaverns
Field last Friday, 13 to 0.
Basing their attack on the power
plays that have served them so well
this season, Bill Millett 's yearlings
played a smashing, fighting game ,
that ranks as their best so far. Coach
Al McCoy looks for future Varsity
stars in this outfit,
The two Colby tallies were hung
up by Leo Lemieux, a sm art back that
will bear watching. His brother is the
former White Mule star, "Rum "
Lemieux. Both markers came as the
result of a fast reverse play in which
the Littl e Mules clicked like clockwork. Bill Hughes, who started the
season as a lineman but was shifted
to the backfield with excellent results ,
made a good many smashing gains
through the Ricker front line to add
substantially to Colby 's yardage,
Jerry Cochrane played stellar football at halfback , adding his speed to
the driving power of the Frosh team .
The work of the whole Frosh line
was outstanding. Truck-size holes
were blasted again and again in the
Ricker front wall , and often Ricker
plays were stopped as soon as they
were started when the charging Colby
guards , Mel Baum and J. Dniley, or
tlie right end , Bubar, came through
to smother the backs, The records
show that the Frosh rolled up 10 first
downs to Ricker 's one.
The first period revealed two pretty
well-matched teams, each striving
goalward when thoy got possession of
the bull but neither able to got very
far.
Tho . Frosh opened up on power in
the beginning of tho second period
an d ha d the gnme un der contro l f r om
then on, Thoir drives started when
they took possession of the ball on tho
Ricker 28 yard lino. Hughes drove
t o tho 18th an d on the next pla y
Lomioux took ovor on a reverse
around his loft end and laid up a 6count, Hu ghes rushed tho point after.

NOEL'S TAP ROOM
28 Silver Street

11

¦'

Total points, 27..
Bates Wins
Maine, 1, Smith,
Jackson,
State Meet Total, 31. 8, Dequine,
Sweeping third, fourth, fifth , sixth
and ninth places the Bates crosscountry team nosed out a strong
Maine team and swamped a cripple'd
Colby team here Saturday to win the
state meet by a 27-31-68 score.; The
race was run under adverse conditions due to the erection of bleachers on the track. On the home
stretch a passing train held up the
rear of the pack. Several runners
were disqualified for,jumping through
the train among them a Bates man
who was well up in front. Al Rollins,
smooth running Bates sophomore, finished third in 19:29. Bridges, Burnap and Wallace crossed the line in
a three-way tie for fourth place.
Sophomore Harry Bridges copped
ninth place and the meet for Bates.
The outstanding feature of the
meet was the dual win for Maine by
Don Smith and "Red" Clifford. They
were timed in 19:04 for the three and
three-quarters mile course. Continuing their liking for winning in tandem the stocky, powerful running
Smith and his lanky teammate took
the lead from the gun and were
never pressed to win by nearly a half
minute margin. Neither seemed tired , and both appeared fresh at the
finish . Smith, last year 's freshman
intercollegiate New England champion , seems to 'be a dangerous threat
for the championship *of the New Englands to be held in Boston later this
month. Other point winners for
Maine include Jackson seventh, Dequine ninth and Whieher thirteenth.
Winning time : Smith and Clifford,
19:04.
The summary :
Bates, 3, Rollins, 4, Bridges, 5,
Wallace , 6, Bitmap, 9, Shepherd.
When the third period opened , the
Frosh had the ball on Ricker's 12 yard
stripe. A spectacular 88 yard drive ,
o n line pl ays a l o n e , culminated in another counter for the yearlings as
Lemieux on the scoring play worked
the reverse for the final Mule tally.
One of the most beautiful kicks
seen in these diggings was made by the
Ricker fullback , Biffy Pound , in the
fourth period. From behind his own
goal line he 'booted a lazy spiral that
sailed 60 yards before it hit, then
rolled 20 more to the Colby 20 yard
line, where it .was touched down by a
Ricker man.
The summary :
Colby Frosh (13)

(O) Ricker

re , Hess
Orimston , le
Tarbell
It
rt
,
Bliss,
lg
rg,
Stairs
Baum ,
c, Bradstreet
LaFleur, c
lg, Burns
J. Dailey, rg
lt, Bailey
Parker, rt
le, Bubar
Bubar , re
qb, Woodsworth
Macintosh , qb
Burnham , lhb
rhb , Osborne
Beach , rhb
lhb , Downie
fb , Pound
Hughes, fb
Colby Frosh
0 7 6 0—13
Ricker __
0 0 0 0— 0
Touchdowns : Lemieux 2. Points
after , Hughes (rush).
Substitutions, Colby, Cochrane, D.
Dailey, L. Lemieux , Grubor , Pingree ,
Gregario and Ryan. Ricker , Nevers,
Felix , Clud' and Putnam,
Officials , Violette , referee; Donovan , umpire ; Austin , head linesman.
Time , 4-10's.

—

2, Clifford , 7,
13, Whieher.

Colby, 10, Charbonneau, 11, Drisko, 12, Stevens, 16, Fitts, 19, Fernald.
Total 'points, 68.

muk Held Scoreless
for Two Straight
With the opening whistle Colby
kicked to Maine and after a couple
of line thrusts by Elliot the Maine
back was forced to kick. Walker of
Colby received and was downed on
his own thirty-five yard m arker. On
the next play Walker made a brilliant
ten yard run around left end for a
first down, but the Maine line began
to hold , and MacGregor kicked over
the Maine goal line. Maine took the
ball on their own twenty and was unable to penetrate the Colby forward
wall. Burrill blocked the attempted
Maine kick, and Colby took the ball
on Maine 's 30 yard line. Walker .m ade
another brilliant, run netting nine
yards. On the next play Hamlin
broke through and smeared Dobbins
for a five yard loss. Two passes failed , a n d Colby 's only touchdown
threat of the day was smothered.
Maine started on her own 23, and
successive runs by Elliot, Gerrish ,
and Smith brought her up to Colby 's
48 where the Mules held. After
Walker failed to gain on two attempted runs, Dobbins made a beautiful eighteen yard run around left end
for a first down. Colby was forced
to kick again , and Charlie MacGregor
executed one of the 'best punts of the
afternoon , booting the ball out of
bounds on the Maine one yard line,
and the first quarter ended.
Opening the second quarter Elliot
punted out to the Colby 47. Then
Dobbins tried the canter of the line
twice for no gain. His attempted
punt was then blocked by one of the
hard charging Maine linemen, and
the Bears scored a touchdown two
plays later. Smith tossed a shovel
pass to Elliot for fifteen yards, and
on the next play Smith tossed the ball
to Hamlin who crossed the goal line
for the first score of the day. Rod
Elliot dropped kicked the extra point.
Another of Maine's sensations,
Mallett running like a madman made
a first down before Oolby got the ball
on downs again. MacGregor booted
the pigskin out to midfield and Maine
went to work again. Elliot tore away
for fifteen yards, three plays more
failed to net a first down , and Dobbins of Colby received the punt on
his own twenty and made a beautiful
runback of ten yards before being
stopped. A Colby fumble on the
Colby 21 finally gave Maine the
chance they were waiting for. Gerrish gained up to the ten yard line ;
a Smith to Gowell pass and the ball
rested on the one yard line. Gerrish
plowed through a mass of players for
a touchdown, Elliot failed to convert
an attempted place kick,
In the final period Colby frantically tried to pull the game out of the
fire by throwing passes, but the eagle
eyed Boars had other plans and tho
Colby aerial attack was put to naught.
The game finally ended with the Mulo
thirteen points behind.

File your note s in one of out* Bris tol Board
Covers . It binds 300 or more
sheets convenientl y
Price 25c at

Colby College Bookstore
Suede Jacke ts $2.98 up.
Moccasins
$2.25
-

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

¦ REAR ELEVATION OF PROPOSED ROBERTS UNION
PROFESSOR WILKINSON
The discussion stimulated by this
particularly clear and positive point
(Continued from page 1}
of view held the majority of the
ing radius, leaving only shore cruisers
group long after the scheduled time
intact. During this time Japan looklimit was up.
ed up bo the United States to follow
her example. It is said that if one
ALUMNAE ENJOY
turned anything upside down there,
(Continued from page 1)
the stamp on the bottom would read
Thomas and Evelyn Short led the
U. S. A.
group of songs. Next Betty McLeod ,
In 1895 Japan won an easy victory in her own inimitable fashion, gave a
over China, but today she is not find- very humorous tap dance. Helen
ing it such an easy task. Then too, Wad e, as president of Student Govthe Chinese people practiced their ernment, welcomed all of the alumreligion—the precept of Confucius, nae back.
that "a nati-on which acts ju stly meets
At this point , Alice Mulligan introwith justice." At the time of their duced Colby 's peppiest cheerleader
,
defeat by Japan the Chinese were act- Julie Haskell, who led the group in
ing on this principle. A scholar to noisy cheers. The quartet came back
them was of the highest rank so they again and sang several amusing numwere not prepared for war. But to- bers. The lights were then dimmed
day, China, affected by the policies for a most revealing skit which was
of other nations, is ready for con- centered about the wild actions of the
flict. Although Japan excelled in the Colby women of the days of old ,
based
mechanical arts, she was called un- on the pictures found in a 1910
civilized by the other nations until she Oracle. The stage properties and
the
had a winning army of her own. It costumes took us back
to the good old
is told that Japan is but executing the "horseless carriage days. " Miss Mary
villainies taught her by the Western Marshall , author of the skit, explained
countries.
each scene and gave intimate details
Professor Wilkinson questioned of that college life.
Kir'by Page's statement that Japan 's
After the audience had regained
attitude is no worse than ours in the its composure, Mrs. Mary Donald
Mexican War by declaring that such a Deans addressed the women. In her
statement does not excuse the crime. speech , Mrs. Deans, who is the presiOur policy and ethics were wrong, as dent of the Colby Alumnae Associais Japan's. Yet the enormity of tion, told about the detailed plans
Japan's offense is greater, for not that have been made by the Central
only are present day methods of war Committee to raise the necessary capmore devastating, but Japan has vio- ital for the building of the women's
lated at least three evidences of good union on Mayflower Hill. She named
faith : the League of Nations agree- the various sectional leaders in this
ment : the Kellogg Peace Pact ; and drive and she impressed upon everythe Nine Power Pact.
one in the audience their responsibilM'ost ' important of all the basic ity in this great attempt to raise the
causes in this trouble in the Far East one hundred thousand dollars. She
are the economic conditions. If one also told about tho gifts that have alwould cure war there, he must look to ready been received and then she intho fundamental difficulty , Until the troduced the campaign manager, Mrs .
cause is cured there will be. resultant Ervena Smith,who spoke briefly about
wars—even as Italy in Abyssinia and her own plans.
Jane Montgomery, as the represenJapan in China. Like Japan , when
alternatives—
two
tative of tho undergraduates, made
confronted with
paralysis because of lack of neces- tho announcement that the students
sary raw materials or war. on a coun- were making plans to give as their
try which has them—many nations donation fifteen hundred dollars. The
would choose war. ¦ Too, these North- evening was concluded with the singern countries which Japan so desires ing of tho Alma Mater. Alice Mulliaro good for strategic reasons, since gan, '38, was the very able chairman
she is convinced of the inevitability of of tho Colby Night committee;'
war with Russia, Japan 's arm y an d
navy also had a hand in precipitating
WORK TO BEGIN
tuontmu oci irom page l)
tho present conflict , for in . a recent
quarrel theso two groups lost thoir drugory, be was not one to shift
extreme independence arid became upon the shoulders of others tho load
su bject to civil authority. Naturally that was for him to carry. Like the
gen eral in tho fie ld , ho carried the rethoy desire to regain prestige.
,
What can bo done? There aro two sponsibility of battle. Let us remempossibilities: boycott 'of Japanese ber, th en , that when this magnificent
goods or a reciprocal tariff arrange- building .which is to surve as the conment which would lower the present tor of the men 's social life of th o
rnto. A boycott might 'be arranged college , shal l b o erecte d , it will stand
at'the Nino Power Pence Conference hero in all its simple grandeur , bathed
in Brussels, but Professor Wilkinson in tho warm sunlight of tho morning,
fools that the conference will prove reflecting the stars of tho night, facing tho oast and the wide horizon ,
to be just one more futile gesture.

typifying the spirit of the life of Mr.
Wadsworth.
"It is a very inspiring thought that
we are privileged to entertain here
this morning as we meet together to
break ground for this memorial to a
great college president, that in aiding
the college to acquire this memorial,
Mr. Wadsworth was in his own effective and self-effacing way, paying personal honor to Arthur Jeremiah Roberts for. whom he held profound, respect, admiration and love. They
were alike in that to both of them
human material meant far more than
do bricks and . mortar and stones.".
The next speaker was Fred Foss
Lawrence, '00, treasurer of the Maine
Savings Bank of Portland and former
trustee, who spoke on the memory of
President Roberts. Quoting many
examples of the* philosophy and epigrams of the former Colby president ,
Mr. Lawrence paid eloquent tribute
to his great-hearted spirit and magnificient soul.
Dr. Frederick T. Hill , '10, of Waterville, who served as chairman of
the Colby Alumni Council while the
Roberts Union Fund was in progress,
formally presented to the college a
document representing 1700 pledges
amounting to about $300 ,000 with
which to construct the Union. The
gift was accepted on behalf of the
college by George Otis Smith, '93, of
Skowhegan, chairman of the board of
trustees.
At this point in the program, Mr.
Hodgkins stepped over to the detonator and pushed the plunger which set
off tbe blast on the site of the future
building*. There was a heavy concussion and a mass of dirt and rock fra gments rose high in the nil*. Although it
was several hundred , yards away from
tho speaker's platform and the audience, the hsnvy wind which was blowing carried a cloud of dust and small
stones down over the slope to thoso
watching the blast.
The official ground-breaking for
this building was held at this time to
accommodate tho many alumni and
others who had returned to Colby for
tho Colby Nigh t festivities and football game, It is not planned , howev er , to clo much of the excavation
arid foundation work until next
spring. Work on the foundations 'of
tho Lorimer Memorial Chapel will
cease shortly also.
CO LBY NI GHT
(Continued from pago 1)
monstrous yell for Coach McCoy. ' Our
now football mentor gnvo a short
speech in which he promised that
we'd see a . fighting team on . tho field
next day, and thou Tod Hodgkins introduced Stephen Bean , '05, who
wrote our alma mater, and who now
led tlio rally in this grand old song,
Then the apples wore brought out
and tho assembly disbanded.

name but bring up in order
Radio . Cliib Successful , tospacethetoextent
the ECHO'S columns
permit in the present article.
In ' Unique Experiment First they list finances. "We can
The- Colby College Radio Club is
pleased to announce the success of an
experiment conducted during the
Colby-Maine football game. A portable short wave transmitter was used
on the field. In the press box, a receiver tuned to the same frequency,
was in operation. Since the system
operated through radio a station license was needed. The call letters
are W1K-NS, as issued t o th e Colby
Radio Club by the Federal Communication Commission.
Due to the portability of the system it will proba'bly find many uses
on campus such as reporting sporting events or communication between
groups. The range of the transmitter is limited to a distance . of about
25 miles.
This system of following the plays
from the side lines is advantageous
because the plays may be ' seen with
a higher degree of accuracy.
Groups interested in using this
radio telephone may get details from
Fred Ford as to its operation , etc.
At the next meeting of the club
Dr. W. T. Bovie will speak on the use
of high frequency currents in surgery. The meeting will be held in
Shannon Hall,' November 4, 1937, at
7:30 P. M.
WE WANT FACTS
(Continued from page 1)
tory. May we remind them that there
is a practical side to all questions.
We are sorry to see the committee
so grossly misundertood our challenge
to oral debate and casually casts it
aside. May we.point out our article
stated "at such date , as may he arranged, " . Naturally being the party
challenged theirs is tho part to conxo
forward with arrangements as to time
and place.
So much for their rather discourteous response to our acceptance of
their original challenge. As to their
outline, th eir fir st , point , is "The fraternity, its ideal s and purposes." May
wo suggest a fourth major point under this, tlio ideal of a-Christian life
based on social justice . No man who
has over associated with fraternities
can d en y th i s as on e of the frat erna l
,
ideals.
The first objection , of the antifrats ¦to the fraternity system . se ems
to be that fraternities possess certain
inherent and obvious defects. . Despite the fact thoy have no arguments
in support of this so far; \yo will attempt to show tho things they assert
so unreservedly but without proof, not
to be defects. Instead of putting,'us
on the defensive , gentlemen , this
places you: on the , defensive, in fnet
not yet started. Thoir outline names
six objections which wo will not take

only assume what they mean by this.
Chiefly, we suppose , it refers to the
money sent to the national organization each year. Let us take an exact
example. In one national fraternity
the initation fee is $35.00 and national tax six dollars a year. The: majority of Colby men are initiated in
the fall of their second year. This
makes a total of $53.00 paid the national organization. What is the
^
value received ? First, one fraternity
pin , a " songbook, a fraternity manual,
which together actually cost $15.00.
Another $9.00 goes into the fund to
pay for expenses of the chapter's delegate to its national convention. The convention trip is certainly
an enjoyable and extremely worthwhile experience. Of , cours-S; each
member is not privileged to go. But
each through his money paid to the
national has in ' a sense purchased a
chance to go. Again there is .value
received. Another nine dollars spread
over three years goes the general
operating expenses including a subscription to the national publication
for the three years. That takes well
'over three of those dollars fox which
value is certainly received. That
leaves a mere six dollars for general
expenses of the national. Value received is more difficult to see here.
But a national officer visits each chapter several times, a year and lends it
valuable advice it could not gain elsewhere , as well as a stimulating; eontact with each individual member.
Isn't that value received? Of the
$53.00 there remains $20.00 to be
apportioned. In this particular fraternity, this goes into the trust fund.
But it makes possible life membership
for the ridiculously small sum of
$20.00. . For it each individual . -r eceives the fraternity publication
throughout his life which if actually
paid for annually, on a subscription
basis, would :cost , well: over $40.00.
And that: .does not account : for a
single, one : of tho many but less' tangible benefits, of life membershipyin a
widespread,.;: fraternal organization.
Probably no other , fraternal group
costs loss foi'^hat it. gives. ' Certainly Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Mas ons ,
arid all tho other familiar ones-cost
¦. :
many, times as much.
.!• .This' starts us , at least , on a<tan giblo;' concrete argument. May wo
n ow ask our opp on ent s; who b y all
rights should have dono this, to show
us they actually mean business, or
hnvo. wo boon misled , into fool ishly
wastin g our t ime in answerin g them?
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This week the Chinese are furious
at the Japs and the anti-fraternity
people are so rnad at the fraternity
people they can hardly see straight.
They want to tear up all the fraternity escutcheons and throw them into
the waste-basket, which ought to
make the fraternity people pretty
mad. The anti-fraternity people don't
seem to like the way the fraternity
people let old grads come around and
tip over the bridge lamps and knock
vases over and sleep in people's beds.
Maybe the anti-fraternity people are
right. Colby Night the old grads came
around and slept in all the beds and
the bed-owners had to sleep on the
floor or wherever else they happened
to be. One fellow we know had to
sleep on a bureau covered over with
a neck-tie. Yon can imagine how he
felt when he woke up next morning
and the very first thing saw himself
waking up. To say he was shocked
and unsettled would b-e understatement.

Verbum sat sapient!!!

ji

Library Review !
My Country and my people, by Lin

Yutang, is considered one of the best
books on China. Written by a Chinese,
in excellent English, the book contains chapters on the Chinese people^
mind, character, ideals of life, woman's life, social and political life, literary and artistic life. Also there
are some very pointed comments on
Western ideas and ideals ; Western
cooking* is inferior to Chinese, but the
Chinese are not using gunboats to
convince us.
The conflict between Confucianism
and Christianity and between Coolie
and European are noted as reasons
for Chinese apathy. The Chinese are
afraid of Western people, and according to Lin Yutang, will always remain
so.
To Have and have not, by Ernest
Hemingway.
This novel is entirely concerned
with the life of a native of Key West,
Florida—that paradise of the "haves"
and purgatory of the "have nots. "
•Bhynhild, by H .G. Wells.
This is Mr. Well's first full-length
novel in several years. It portrays
the pompous Rowland Palace , noted
British novelist, whose main concern
in life is to establish an imposing
facade. His. wife, Brynhild, a quiet
but highly perceptive individual , stayed in the background for seven years,
and then decided that she would like
something of her own.

Romans had a name for that
TH E
platform
in the Forum from
#T~_II/_I _Cl/"lfcr\ P^lAL/lcf
which they delivered' their orations to the general public. They
Published weekly throughout the College year except during vacation
called it the "rostrum." This new
and final examination periods under supervision of the students of Colby
column, in many respects, presents a
College.
modern literary version: the rostrum
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Waterville, Maine ,
of the ECHO. In inaugurating the
under the act of . March 5. 1879.
first of this series of . articles, it is to
be understood that the writer intends
Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or orders to
Edville G. Lemoine, K. D. JR.. House, Waterville, Maine.
to deal solely-with those controversial
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
issues that are o"f paramount importance t?o all Colby students. . .
The Editor is responsible for the general policy, the editorials, and the make-up of the paper.
The Managing Editor is responsible for the news.
Colby College is slowly but surely
taking: on some very decidedly prepEditor- in-Chief
schoohsh aspects ! That is a rather
JOSEPH CIECHON, ?38 (Tel. 1350)
bold
and daring accusation for a stuManaging Editor
dent
to make, but nevertheless, it is
L. RUSSELL BLANCHARD, '38 (Tel. 112)
Women's Editor
true. Colby is gradually assuming
EDITH FALT, '38 (Tel. 8376)
those characteristics which should
Business Manager
only be prevalent in junior high
EDVILLE G. LEMOINE, '38 (Tel. 97 )
schools, high schools and prep schools.
Advertising Manager.
What are these aspects and characterLouis St. John, '39
istics that are becoming most noticeCirculation Manager
able ? To name a few of these
Willard Smyth, '39
"blotches" on Colby's "manuscript of
Assistant Business Managers
Clyde Hatch , '40
Charles Kandall, '40
They tell us that the last chapel progress," there might be listed the
period was illuminating. The speak- following : the cut system, the sealeder got right up and said something bid pledging system now practiced by
Whither Education
simply had to be done about Christian the fraternities, "compulsory" chapel
:
Peabody
In the words of George
Education is a debt due from the marriages and the liquor problem. He requirements, and the "all-powerful"
present to future generations." While we are in college we are in the was right. We wonder somebody Student Council.
process of securing a sound foundation on which we can build our educa- didn 't think of it before.
W hen a young man or young womtion. It is in college, therefore, that we need to stress the purpose of eduan has decided upon his or her life W. Somerset Maughan, by R. A. Corcation. If we are to build a better society, we should train our college
work, and college has been definitely
dell.
Usually when we go through the chosen, all of those little childhood
students. Books alone can not achieve that ultimate goal, for we can read
An excellent biography of the man
books with the intent to learn without going to college. We need sympathy, brick gate that leads into the campus habits, whims, and restrictions should who has become increasingly Significorrect vocational guidance, and correct methods of teaching. If these are we have only one thought: to get be abolished and forgotten. When cant since the publication of "Of Hupracticed here at Colby, we fail to see it. However, we do see cases where through it. But the other day the in- as a freshman in college , the student man Bondage. "
sympathy could have straightened out some students ; we do see cases where scription high on the left side caught may suffer a few outcroppings of
The Rest of my life, by Carolyn
misdirected vocational guidance has led to sorrowful results ; we do see our eye. (Well , it didn 't exactly these former "blights," he should be
Wells.
cases where student's either flunked out or had to lose a year because of catch our eye, but we saw it).
man enough to be able to accept a
This vivid autobiography of a profaculty teaching. To be sure, black marks are noticed more than the virIt said that the gate was presented little advice and to think things out
lific writer tells at random of her famtues, and it is for that very reason that we should take steps toward cor- to Colby in 1927 by the class of 1902. for himself. If he Isn 't able to do so,
ily and forebears, of her unusual edurecting them.
In other words, it took the class of he doesn't belong in college but in a cation,
and of her humorous verse as
Sometimes a student may spasmodically be doing poor work-in his 1902 exactly a quarter of a century prep school where such trivialities are
well as her detective stories.
courses, and the professor attributes it to laziness and lets it go at that. to decide to give Colby a brick gate. "ironed out" by teachers who are
If that professor should look further into the matter he would find the real (This period so.netimes known as the hired to do so. As for an upper-class- New Frontiers of the mind , by J. B.,
Rhine.
cause for the sudden slump in studies. It may be that the student is suf- dark ages).
man in Colby, nothing as drastic need
"Is there such a thing as a sixth
fering from some social problem; it may be that he has received bad news
The question is, why did the class be said. If he is a sophomore , junior ,
sense?
Is mind-reading possible? Can
from home ; it may be any number of things. Here is where sympathy on of 1902 feel called upon to give Col- or senior, he should and ought to
human
beings
learn to know anything
the part of the professor, would go far toward alleviating this difficulty. by a gate in the first place? We've know whether he should attend his
without
using
the ordinary senses?"
The professor should make allowances for such a case and not be too asked everybody, and there is no rec- classes or not. If he has been given
At
Duke
University
they have been
severe in ranking, for the student may take a pessimistic attitude and con- ord of any kind showing that Colby "unlimited cuts," he ought to be inputting
these
questions
bo scientific
tinue to do poorly. It is up to the professor to analyze such a case and do ever even asked for a gate, especially telligent enough to know whether
tests,
and
the
results
are
now
in book
everything in his power to help make that individual better fitted to do one that would only half shut. May- class attendance would help him or
form.
good work again. It is not only possible, but it can be done.
he the class 'of 1902 liked the thought not. As Professor Chester , head of
The fact that students pick then* maj or subjects .does not necessarily that every time three people tried to the Biology department , once stated, We Americans, by E. L. Anderson.
This sociological study • of Burlingmean that they are qualified to major in that subject. This is clearly made crowd through it in the future the "During or after his junior 'year, a
manifest every year when some student is forced to change his major. This two outer people would hurt them- student should be allowed to do as he ton , Vermont, based on personal incan be prevented by making use of the right kind of psychological exami- selves a littl e and be reminded of the pleased about attendance. Ninety per terviews, seeks to ascertain the exnations. If the administration can analyze a student's abilities early, the class of 1902,
cent would attend regularly without tent of which the people -of America
possibility *of losing one or two years by faulty choice will be eliminated.
Next week we may discuss the coercion." Needless to say, the pres- hold common ideas and are united by
major
has
been
found
the
faculty
advisers
should
see
to
it
right
When the
hearth-stone somebody gave Colby. ent cut-system at Colby could be a sense of common destiny.
maj
or
course
of
burdened
by
subjects
in
the
that the student is not over
greately revised—if not abolished.
The Citadel, by A. J. Cronin.
On the other hand, we may not.
study. The student should have a well rounded program and should be
The story , of a young physician
The sealed-bid system of fraternity
able to meet every requirement for graduation.
portraying
his career through the vipledging is a topic on which,one could
There seem to be practices here at Colby that hinder the progress of
We don 't like the tune called "The render unlimited discourse. We will cissitudes of success and f ailure, hapeducation. Of what value is the reading knowledge examination to those Goose Hangs . High." We like the suffice it here by saying that North piness and sorrow.
who do not anticipate entering graduate school ? At present this require- tune called "The Lady is a Tramp, " Campus politics is becoming more and The Enemy Gods, by Oliver La Farge.
ment is the downfall of many a student for only one reason—he is not in- so when we were down town Monday more like the women 's division every
Like his Pulitzer Prize novel,
clined toward languages. The way it looks now is that the college admin- we put a nickel in one of the phono- day, Next fall, we will probably hand
Laughing
Boy, this is also a story of
istration is attempting to insure the language department. The college is graphs and punched "The Lady is a the frosh fi-old-platod 'bids wrapped in
the Navajo Indians.
afraid that languages will drop from the student's curriculum. There is no Tramp" 'button. The phonograph ten layers of absorbent cotton. Let
reason at all why it should not be dropped if the student does not want it. promptly played "The Lady is a us fold our hands and sincerely hope The Good Society, by Walter B. Lippmann.
That is one reason why there are so many poor marks in languages. The Tramp " and then righ t away began that Colby remains as Colby and does
A brilliant and penetrating discusstudent dislikes it and consequently can not give his best . In many cases, playing "The Goose Hangs High." In- not "go Prep, "
sion
of collectivism in all its fo_ *ms
even if the student gave his best, he would be doing well to pass. A situ- trigued , we tried the "Lady is a
"Compulsory
chapel
will
como
"
and a clarification of the future in
ation like this does not speak well for progressive education. Tho admin- Tramp " again , but all we could get
into its being only when sufficient in- terms of a return to tho principles of
istration would make a wise move if it should do away with the compulsory was "The Goose Hangs High." This
centive is made to draw students to true liberalism.
reading knowledge examinations in languages. Once a thing is tried and happened three times. We think that
the
meetings. No satisfactory attenddoes not work why keep it?
when the very phonographs turn ance will over be attained from tho
The ranking system here at Colby has its virtues as well as some very against you it's, time to think over
upper-classmen until
worthwhile "the governing body of the Men 's
bad faults. Ono glaring and yet humorous error of this system is that of your sins.
speakers and programs are installed, Division. " What little governing powCHICAGO - BOSTON - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO

'

marking to the decimal point. If the authorities in the whole country can
not come within five or ten per cent of the correct grade, how can one or
two professors in a small college be more accurate. If this should be known
all over the country, 'Colby would become the laughing stock of tho nation.
How do you suppose the student feels when he gets his paper back
89,125%? The professor is immediately condemned , and he soon loses the
respect of the studont body. This is the case here at Colby. What is going to be done about it?
:• ¦'• Many classes consist of only a handful of students, and in somo cases a
class such as this may consist of all bright students. How can you split
hairs and begin to follow a bell shaped curve in a class like this? It is done
by some professors. It would seem that the professor in a case like this
is obligated to his system of ranking and not to the individual student.
When this ' happens the professor , does not command tho respect of the
class, and ho is not treating his class with j ustice nor himself.
If thoro are any prof essors who behove that there is no one in the class
who is worthy of receiving rt mark of "A," they are not good teachers. It
shows that the prof essors are not teaching correctly. If this attitude continues yonr after year, thoro is no point in teaching that subject. It follows
that teaching as well as learning will become a drugory under thoso condi¦ . . '
tions. ' Why harbor such methods? ¦
.
: If theT administration looked out for tho interests of tho individual , no
chronc conditions would arise. Therefore, by aorvinor the student you are
serving the interests of education.

Rumors to . the contrary, there are

even odd things going on off-campus.
Wednesday two nice old ladies were
standing on the steps of tho postoffice , talking, We just knew both
of them made good pios and read the
Ladies' Homo Journal, "Wh en wo got

close enough to hear , the kindest
looking of thorn said quite distinctly
to the other one , "My, but I do hope
the baby doesn 't recognize me I" Her
friend slowly nodded her head ,' understanding perfectly.

[a- i inoieroi

locaoeas a

What student wants to go to an assembly and hoar some .familiar faculty
member stumble through an uninteresting written speech ? There is also
that farce i the throat of withholding
graduation diplomas 1 How many
men forfeited their degree because of
failure to attend chapel? This most
unfavorable situation can be easily
remedied by offering some worthwhile
incentive for attendance ; then if results nro not obtained , withhold diplomas and bo justified.
, The next topic of discussion which
merits immediate Attention is tho
weak, powerless, unauthoritative Col'by Student Council, For years,' stu.
donts have endeavored to give to that
representative body thoso powers
which it rightfully deserved, Tho
time 1ms finally come for concerted
action to bo taken. Tho Colby "Gray
Book" labols the Student Council ns

I WEBBER 'S ICES I
8 17b SILVE R STREET 8

I^SHOCaO II
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er the council' has is so restricted by
the faculty committees and the administration heads, that it is becoming more and more insignificant every
day. Why cannot the Student Council be given a few executive duties,
and not be restricted to mere athletic
and social functions? If students in
Indian universities are given tho powers that Moni Son described to us lust
yeai', why cannot Colby students bo
given these powers at least in part ?
Aro we inferior to Indian college students ? Are we men and women , or
are we prop-school children?
CAREFUL CLEANING
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He kne w what everybody did ,
And lifted high the local lid*, '
For pr ivate lives gave not a hang,
But printed ALL , in vivid slang.
E. E. B. Fenton.

Again another chapter in the other
life at Oolby, but this one is different. In this chapter come Colby
Night, the Maine game, the "vie"
dances, the gym dance and the
ground opening ceremonies on the
hill.
One thing has come to us as a certainty—Ed Peck , previously alluded
to as The Great Mr. Peck officially
announced for publication: "Be nice
boys, and keep me out of the ECHO
this week. I like to read it but the
Sleuth knows too much about me."
So Mr. Peck we promise—we won 't
mention your name this week . .
"Yad" was back with "Terry " Carlyle, Paul Merrick smiling with the
Blueberry Queen, and Chub Caddoo
back looking fine.
FROM HERE AND THERE . .
Red Sprague seems to have the
edge on the other camps in the fight
for the Hendricks territory. They
appeared, to enjoy the game, the
dance—in fact the whole week-end
—together . . Lothrop Ricker-—pulling that "blind man" gag with the
black glasses. Tough luck, though,
missing all the exams of the week . .
Did you notice the "C" atop the field
house ? Not bad—in fact would have
made a good permanent marker . .
Ralph Wilde commuting to college
this year. His headquarters seem to
be Medford , in Massachusetts . Going this week-end too, eh? . . Don 't
miss the Hoover speech and the convocation exercises . . "Ed" Savage
says that Estelle is "true to him," but
Dame Rumor has been busy since
the Bowdoin game and wonders if he
counted the trip back on the train
from Bowdoin—or didn 't you notice?
. . Wonder if Al Hunter knew that
"Polly " Pratt's sister was in town
last week-end ? , . And the Chem
Romance of the week stars Miss Rancourt, the Waterville High School
teacher, and Earl Wade , the boy from
"way down East," Looks pretty nice
arm and arming it home but what
does the Colby Queen of '32 think ?
HITS AND BITS . .
Ed Leach is teaching his home gal
German (by ma il). The first lesson
began : "Ich liebe dich. " Cal Butler
for the charity performance he rendderod last week, Cal had two dates
dereod last week. Cal had two dates
Saturday, fixt them up with two
friends , and went hunting . . Won 't
Burchell make n smart M. D.? Who
said it—step out back . , Cute fel-

low that "Muscles" MacGregor. He
and Polly Pratt playing around while
Charlie was supposed to be doing
Physical Chem in the lab . . Bernie
Castleman has a heart interest up
College ' avenue . . Larry . Dwyer
leaving the "libe" with Betty Newell
Monday night. Signals mixt, new
play, ' or substitution? . . Bob Anthony taking Miss Montgomery to the
"Tavern." Can we publish your history including what became of your
"Southern gal," and what was really
behind the dissolution? . . It has
been said that Anthony Eden doesn't
want to pick a quarrel with J-apan.
And if , as must be admitted, the noble
Secretary knows better than to quarrel with his "bread and butter," is
it likely that he would be disposed to
quarrel with his "tea "?
Did you notice the exuberant
spirit of Clayton Brooks at the game
Saturday ? He played a good game.
. . "Wimpy " Baker at the game with
an old friend Phil Jones . . Dick
Dolan with Marian Moan of Maine on
the Oolby stands . . "Curt" Layton
and the "Mrs." at the Tavern after
Colby Night . . Larry Ryan 's fair
damsel had to trek ' her own weary
way after the Zete Tea Dance last
Saturday. 'Aint it awful? . . .
So-long (as I see you) Good-bye.
THE OLD SLEUTH.

China Mates
Its Rival Ja pan
With friendly enmity Dr. Ch'oaTing-Chi of China and Dr. Yutaka
Minakuchi of Japan debated whether
Japan is justified in her invasion of
the Par East in the third of the Colby Lecture Series held in the Opera
House last night.
Professor Herbert C. Libby acted
as presiding office r over the debate
which a near capacity audience found
enjoya 'ole and interesting. Along
with their dead earnestness in their
arguments there were many sidelines
of humor which added to the evening. As an example , the opponents
contrasted each others arguments
with a nice sugar coated cake baked
on one side only, in the case of the
Japanese argument and a similar cake
which had been baked so hard it was

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI AND HIS
FULL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
IN "HUNDRED MEN AND A GIRL"
Music , carefully selected to charm
the ear of all listeners, will be one
WATCH FOR COLLEGIATE
of the outstanding features of DeREVIEW ill
anna Durban's new production , "100
^"
**~*^^^^ ^™^ ^7
7 ¦T
Men and a Girl" which opens at the
State Theatre on Saturday for a four
day run.
While the picture is not a "musical ," the combination of the 14-yearold songstress and the groat orches197 MAIN STREET
tra leader, Leopold Stokowski , naturally produces music. '
Miss Durbin sings four songs during the unfolding of the Universal
comedy drama. There aro two popUnde r New Managem e nt
ular selections, "It's Raining Sun9 to 1
beams" 'by Frederick Hollander and
FRIDAY , NOV. 5
Sam Coslow; and "A Heart That's
ERNIE GEORGE AND HIS
Free" by Alfred G. Robyn and
ROYAL CANADIANS
Thomas T. Railey.
11—MU SICIANS— 1 1
With the accompaniment of Stokowski's full symphony orchestra she
SATURDAY , NOV. 6
sings "Alleluja" by Mozart and the
HAL NEWCOMB AND
ar i a "Libiamo" fr om "La rrav iatn "
HIS ORCHESTRA
by Verdi, '
Admission
—
—
40 Cents
Stokowski conducts his orchestra
ns it r end er s Wagner 's Pr elude t o th e
third act, of "Lohengrin;" Tschaikowsky's Fourth Movem ent, Fifth Symphony; Liszt' s Secon d Hxmgar i an
We Still Have Your Favorite Rhapsody; Berlioz ' "Ralcoczy March '.1
Lunghes and Drinks
nnd "I-Iorold's Overture from "Zampa.
" '
Opp. Stadium
Just off Campus,
i

burned on one of the two sides for
the other.
Dr. Minakuchi of Japan pointed but
how Japan had kept the big bear of
Russia out of China in the RussoJapanese war and declared she was
merely protecting - China from that
same invidious bear today. But Dr.
Chi of China came back by likening
Japan to the "big . bad wolf which
chases the bear from the Iamb and
then proceeds to eat the lamb."
Following the main arguments in
which the gentlemen from each country had twenty minutes, there was
rebuttal on both sides, totaling fifteen
minutes in length. , At the close of
the debate there was a question and
answer period. Both men were given
a rousing volley of applause before
the program closed.

Cam pus Personals
Virginia Gray and Eleanor Stone
spent the week-end in Alfred , Me.,
at the home of the latter 's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stone.
Among the . Colby alumni returning
for Colby week-end were John Dolan ,
'36, Peter Mills, '34, Herbert Deveber, '36, Thomas Yadwinski, '37,
Valentine Duff , '37, Jerry Ryan, '37,
Willard Libby, '37, James Glover,
'37, Whitney Wright, '37, Hocker
Ross, '35, Steve Young, '37, Dick
Kimball, '33, John MacDonald , '37,
Dick Noyes, '35, Bill Deans, '37,
Roger Tilley, '37, Morton Goldfme,
'37, Arnold Greene , '37, and Irvine
Gammon, '37.
Among the returning alumnae were
Lucille Pinette, '37, Hazel Wepfer ,
'37, Catharine Laughton, '36, Terri
Carlyle, '36, Janet Goodridge , '37,
Anita Thibault, '36, Betty Mulkern,
'36, Dot Smith, '37, Eleanor Barker,
'37 , Polly Walker, '37, Pat Thorne,
'35, Edythe Silverman, '36, Marjorie
Gould, '37, and Muriel Bailie, '36.
Rita Flink, former member of the
class of 1939, Dorothy Corliss and
Helen Berger, f ormex*ly of 1940, and
Frances Quint, formerly of 1938 returned for the Colby Night festivities.
Mrs. Harold Tilley of Ashland , Me.,
was the week-end guest of her daughter, Constance Tilley, '40.
Miss Joanne Solie of Dixfield, Me,,
was the week-end guest of her sister,
Elizabeth Solie, '39. '
Miss Rambna Hincks, a sophomore
from the U. of M. arid Miss Jeanette
Jenson from Portland were the weekend guests of Ruth Blake.
The Colby Classical Club will meet
at Professor Thory 's home for a
buffet ¦supper and . meeting Sunday
evening, November 7 at 4:30. All
those inbarosfcad are cordially invited
to attend , as the election of officers
will take place at that time.
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WATCH FOR COLLEGIATE
REVIEW!!!

Continuous

From 1.30 P . M.

ENDING FRIDAY
Two New Hits !

The Story of PI RATE CLEGG
Maste r mind of them All!
GEORGE

ARLISS
IN,'

FRI -SAT. Double Feature Program
TEX RITTER in

DR. SYN"
and

"There Goes the Groom"

'

ADDED

Ann
Sothern

Chapte r No. 8
"S . O. S. COAST GUARD"
MON. ONLY
Double Feature Program

"Between Two Women"

Tone , Virginia Bruce
2nd Big Hit

"Bl onde Trouble *'
Eleanor Whitny, Johnny Downs
MON. NIGHT
OPPORTUNITY NIGHT
TUE S. ONLY —
On the Stage in Person

TIZOUNE

And His Canadian Comedy
Troupe
All New
Show
in ' French and
p ¦", -¦ -: ; 'y : E;n Bli_k'-f'"yyp ;v
On t hd . ScVeen

"Bull Dog Drummond at Bay"
S00 SEATS ALWAYS 15C

Burgess
Meredith

STARTS

SATURDAY
She Will Lift You To the Skies 1
Glorious

Deanna Durbin
,

in
"100 Men and a Girl"

with '
leopold stokowski

and his Symphony Orchestra
ADOLPHE MENJOU
ALICE BRADY
MISCHA AVER *
—EXTRA— Y
3 Stooges Comedy
MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON

"Say It With Flowers "

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THIN]K OF

MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FL OWER S

We are always at your service
Alleys
Fast
|
16
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as does everyone who knows her. .
Bette Holt: One of Mary Lowe's
freshmen . . j ust a Glee Clubber 'at
heart . . hair a bit on .the auburn
side, and eyes nice and "brown . . ' not
too large . . a great help ' at the
Forum supper . . we have it from
the men that she's a swell sport.

Willia m Gordon , Molly * Lament

I E lm City I

j

.', - i

Orono, Students of three - Maine
colleges are predominently from
homes of Protestant church affiliation ,
according to the indication of figures
based on a study of the class of 1940
at Bowdoin , Colby, and the "University of Maine, Herbert D. Lamson , assistant professor of sociology and
economics, declared here today in
commenting on a study caivried out in
the three institutions.
"Of the 475 families of the class of
1940, at the University, 73.9% are
Protestants, 14.9% are Catholic, and
5.3*%! are Jewish ; another 5.3%- are
of 'no denomination' and 0.6% have
two affiliations," Professor Lamson
said, in.quoting the. data he compiled
with . the aid of Professor Curtis Morrow of Colby and Professor Wilmot
Mitchell of Bowdoin. "Colby's sophomores are 80.4% Protestant, 8.5%
Catholic, and 9.8% ¦ Jewish. Bowdoin's sophomores are 77.1% Protestant, 12.2% Catholic, and 6.4% Jewish. "
At the University of Maine the 71
Catholic families, parents of sophomores, have an average of 4.2 children per family, the 2 5 Jewish families, 3.64, and the Protestant families,
3.54, Professor Lamson 's data shows.
The average size of the parents' generation are 6.64 per Jewish family,
6.15 Catholic and 4.61 Protestant.
The differential between the parents '
and the students' generation is a reduction of three children among Jewish families, 1.95 among Catholic
families, and 1.07 among Protestant
families.

Play Screeno

Franchot

~
,

U. of -M.

Richard Arlen
Ida Lup ino
WED. NIGH T

"Fury and the Woman "

~

1

Hello Colby !

JACK BENNY in
Artists and Models"

2nd Featu re

Evelyn Gates: Resident of Brownville Junction, at present *of Foss
Hall. She's dark and sparkling and
very definitely has something on tho
baall, as they say. We notice that her
winsome smile this past week-end was
for one of our friends and opponents
of U. of M. . . superb dancer. Good
student and one of her high school's
pillars in the way of athletics.
Mary Hitchcock: Our most outstanding archer, of a family of archers, brought her own bow and quiver
o f arr ows , lucky girl , . puts us all
to shame. Home town of Chicopeo
Falls, now a Duttonite, one of the
friendliest, and apparently eager in
everything . . even has a passion for
cutting out paper things.
Joy Huntington: Wo think she's a
keen io . . pretty auburn hair and

oi .

¦

Doors Open at 1.00 & S.30 P. M.
WED. -TH UR S.

, "Sin g Cowboy Sin g"

,

KAfiMELKORN

brown eyes and is just as nice as she
looks.
French major . . versatile
too. . . way from the north, propped
at Mars Hill, as is an up-and-doing
freshman harrier, which ; seems to be
a super little arrangement.
Martha Kimball: Marmie's a
smoothie from Winchester, Mass.
Holds forth on top floor of Mower
House . . Chem major, plans to enter
training. She's delighted with Colby
and vice-versa. Dressed in Boston's
best she graces the tea dances and
shines of a Saturday night in the
Alumnae Building.
Hannah Putnam: Ricker 's contribution to Button House . . . we'll bet
Aroostook misses her . . blonde, and
very attractive . . more fun , and
charming manners . . already gracefully honors . . Y .representative . .
notable at gym dances and other social affairs . . grandest , friendliest
and most outstanding aren't too much
exaggeration.
Billie MacGrath: Another Aroostookian . . and another winner
dark and tall and very gay . . delightful smile . . the phone number
is 8495 . . but don 't be surprised if
there are six or so ahead of you . .
the Men's Division-has discovered her.
Jane Russell: Nice is the word - .'. .
to look at, to dance with, to talk to
. . brunette and interesting . . looked very lovely while tea-dancing recently . . comes from Yonkers, New
York, no less . . and aren't we glad
she came . . another ringleader of
that swell Button House gang.
Helen Hagopian: A deep-dyed football enthusiast . . especially a rooter
for Madison , where she prepped and
her uncle coaches . . maj oring in
math seems to make her laugh at life
. . keeps Foster House in eatables
. . known as "Junior " sometimes . .
has a Colby Zete brother and the jplliest ' gpod humor in the class of '41.
Catherine Fussell: "Never a dull
moment at Alden House" is her motto
. . and how she carries it out . .
very blonde and very peppy . . she
says she likes sports . . we add she
loves dancing, from the appearance
of things at the KDR dance and the
gym dance . . never at a loss for
words, but not too talkative . . in
fact, we like it . . and we like her,

i
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"¥" NEWS

\ Latest reports from the inner circle of the Student* Christian Movement say that three new men have
been added to the Y. M. C. A. cabinet.
John Foster, '40, has been chosen to
head the • committee on International
Relations and Social Action. The
Community. Relations committee will
have Linwood Workman, '40, as its
chairman, and Louis Sacks, r39, will
take over Willie Haines' job as chairman of the Interfaith Committee.
Members of the Student Christian
Movement-have been invited to assist
the Red Cross in their annual drive
for funds which will begin November
11 in Waterville. The students who
are interested may get further details
by seeing Lin Workman at the D. U.
House or Professor Newman at the
Religion office.
• There will be a joint meeting of all
Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. cabinet
members, and the forum officers , immediately following the Forum meeting next Sunday night. Mr. and Mrs.
Smith have invited these groups to
their home on Park street. Bill
Kitchen, executive secretary of the
New England Student
Christian
Movement will be there.
The committee on National Assembly will meet at the home of Kenneth
Smith on 18 West street, Thursday
evening at 7:30. At this time delegates will be chosen to represent Colby at Miami University, December 27
to January 1.
; Fletcher Eaton, '39, was Colby 's
delegate to the New England conference on Social Action held at Stew,
Mass., last week-end.
The Freshman Y. M. C. A. cabinet
will be organized next Sunday at a
meeting held at.the Good Will School.
The program will be featured by the
presence of Bill Kitchen of the New
England Conference, Professor Newman, and members of the upper-class
cabinet. Cars will leave Hedman
Hall at 8:30 and lunch will be served

at the school. Fred Emery, president
of the Colby "Y," will serve as the
presiding officer.
The cabinet is planning to put on
a religious drama in the near future.
Larry Dwyer and Billie Fait will announce the date for trials in the next
issue of the ECHO.
Howard Goodwin of Orono, president of the Maine Student Christian
Movement, was a visitor at Colby
over the week-end.
The next meeting of the men's
cabinet will be Thursday evening, at
.:30 in the religious office.
During,the next few weeks two
outstanding speakers will be brought
to the Colby campus by the "Y." Dr.
T. Z. Koo is expected in Waterville
at 4 P. M., November 17. On December 5th and 6th Miss Grace Loucks
Elliot will be a guest of Colby. Mrs.
Elliot plans to speak at a 4 o'clock
vesper Sunday and remain over the
week-end.
BETWEEN WAR
. (Continued from page 1)
clear statement of policy justifying
r efusal .
And there are certain other things
which Congress can do independentl y
of the President. It can enforce a
large section of the neutrality law by
passing one of the bills, known as
peace-time embargo bills, introduced
at the last session, all of which prohibit shipment of arms abroad at any
time, and one of which in addition
prohibits loans to foreign countries
for war purposes. It could also pass
the bill embargoing scrap steel and
other metals. By these two bills it
would prevent this country from supplying arms and materials with which
the war that we condemn is being carried on.
By way of strengthening democratic control of the war-making power', the Ludlow War Referendum
Amendment to the Constitution, giving the people the right to vote before Congress declares a foreign war,
can be passed.

In the struggle sure to come up in Washington the .guess is that the' law
the special session between Congress has been avoided for the very purpose
and the President over foreign policy, of leaving the way open for a policy
the country will hear echoes of de- of sanctions which the law forbids.
bates in the .Constitutional Convention. When that Convention met,
1O0TH ANNIVERSARY
every px*ecedent of history and the
(Continued from page 1)
current practice of all nations called
for giving the . war-making power to 'broadcast over a nation-wide netwoz'k
from 3:15 to 3:45. The National
the Executive.
Broadcasting Company and the MuQuoting the late Albert H. Putney,
tual Broadcasting System ,' either or
professox of constitutional law, "In
both , will carry it over their stations.
England and in. all other monarchies
Also short wave station W1XAL in
at the time, this power was the excluBoston plans to' carry it.
sive prerogative of the Crown, so that
Music for the great event in Colby's
war was justly called the last reason
history
is in charge of John W.
of kings. The framers of our ConstiThomas.
The president of Princeton
tution rejected kings in substance as
Theological
Seminary where Lovejoy
in name and placed-this kingly prestudied
theology,
has been invited to
rogative under the safeguard of the
offer
prayer.
Ushers
for this and the
people, as represented in Congress.
reception
in
the
Alumnae
Building
No other provision in the Constituwill
be
the
Sons
of
Colby
and
memtion is more distinctive or more
bers
of
the
Student
Council.
worthy of veneration."
Immediately following Hoover's
In passing the neutrality law, Contalk
honorary degrees will be confergress definitely refused to give the
red
on
the four principals to conclude
President power to apply sanctions,
the
convocation.
since under present day conditions
that .power amounts to the war-mak- At four o'clock there will be a pubing power. Even as far back as lic reception in the Alumnae Building
-President Jackson it was recognized when citizens of Waterville and the
in connection with the Texas ques- state will have an opportunity to
tion that any policy "possibly leading meet Mr. Hoover.
On Monday noon President and
to war " was a proper subject for "a
previous understanding with that body Mrs. Johnson will entertain Mr.
by whom war alone can be declared. " Hoover and other invited guests at
When under President Jackson, diffi- luncheon. That evening, the guest of
culties with Spain threatened , nego- honor will'be the guest of Governor
tiations Were hurried in order that the L'iwis O . Barrows. The former presimatter might be discussed with Con- dent will arrive in Waterville Monday
gress before its adjournment. No forenoon.
The very fact Mr. Hoover has consuch effort was in connection with our
sented
to come to Colby certifies the
Far Eastern policy before Congress
significance
of this event in the eyes
adjourned last August.
It is possible that in his message
to the special session the President
will offer to members of Congress
some explanation of why the neutrality law which they passed has not
been carried out. So far they have
been left to guess the reason. In
WATCH FOR COLLEGIATE
REVIEW!!!
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pf the world. Lovejoy 's valiant stan d
to save his press will not soon be forgotten. And in Alton, Illinois where
he was martyred another great observance of his life is being held.
Over in Albion, Maine, where Lovejoy was "born, a special service is being held on Sunday, November 7,
which is the actual date of his death
a hundred yeai-s ago. This service
will be held in the Albion Christian
Church, where Lovejoy's
father
pr eached , at 2:30 Sunday afternoon.
Both President Johnson and Dr. Herbert C. Libby will speak at this commemoration.
RADIO PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1)
by the production chief.
Next week's radio program will
take the form of a memorial program
in honor of Elijah Parish Lovejoy.
There will probably be some form of
dramatic offering and appropriate
music. It should be well worth the
listening.

J. O. MICHAUD
Barber Shop
Temple Street
JOIN THE CROWD AT , THE

Puritan Sweet Shop

FOR THE BEST
LUNCHES, CANDY, ICE CREAM

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.

Chesterf ields g ive everybody
more p leasur e

Take out a pack and it draw s
em
ma net
£
^k"e a
• • • r i£ht away
smokers crowd around for that

ref reshin£ MILDNESS and

BETTER TASTE
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